
Performance Standards  

& Writing Traits  
A Start Getting There That’s It Wow 

Meaning Ideas •main idea and problem need to 

be really clear 

 

•add some details 

•your main idea and problem 

are beginning to appear 

 

•add a few more details 

•main idea, problem and solu-

tion are clear and show a little 

originality 

•details about characters, set-

ting and plot 

•main idea, problem and solution 

are creative; some parts are pre-

dictable 

•details show rather than tell 

about characters, setting, plot 

Style Word Choice •add some juicy words 

 

•try to add a bit of poetry 

•add a few more interesting 

words 

•you tried out a little poetry 

•descriptive words sprinkled 

throughout 

•bits of interesting poetry  

•descriptive  words allow the 

reader to visualize 

•clever snippets of poetry 

Sentence  

Fluency 

•make sure all sentences are 

complete 

•start each sentence with     

different words 

•mostly short sentences; a few 

mistakes  

•sentences begin differently; 

add interesting words 

•a mixture of short, medium 

and long sentences  

•sentence beginnings are dif-

ferent and interesting 

•sentences of different lengths 

can be read smoothly 

•lots of clever sentence begin-

nings fit perfectly 

Voice •add your personality 

 

•show that you care about your 

topic 

•make sure characters are 

named and described 

•add some dialogue; make sure 

it’s clear 

•a bit of personality; or too 

much personality  

•some signs that writer cares 

for topic 

•characters are named; please 

describe them 

•try to add interest to your 

dialogue; make sure it helps 

move the plot along 

•clear personality that fits 

story 

•writer shows care for topic 

 

•characters are named and de-

scribed a little 

•dialogue doesn’t sound natural, 

but fits the plot a bit 

•personality shines and fits story 

 

•writer shows passion for topic 

 

•characters are carefully de-

scribed inside and out 

•dialogue moves the plot along or 
reveals character traits 

Form Organization 

• beginning 

• middle  

• end 

•add an interesting lead  

 

•add some words to connect 

your sentences 

•try to link each event together 

 

•add an ending 

 

•add some paragraphs 

•try to hook your reader with 

your lead 

•try to make connections flow 

 

•a series of loosely  related 

event 

•make sure your ending makes 

sense 

•add some more paragraphs 

•has an engaging lead  

 

•smooth connecting words 

 

•connected events make sense 

 

•a quick ending solves the 

problem 

•new paragraphs when events 

change 

•an engaging lead that tells read-

ers the story purpose 

•artful connecting words 

 

•events really fit together  

 

•an ending solves the problem 

 

• paragraphs with each new 

speaker and event 

•please correct spelling, gram-

mar and punctuation so that 

your story is easy to follow 

•please correct spelling,    

grammar and punctuation; 

your story will be even clearer 

•errors in spelling, grammar 

and punctuation, but only in 

the complex parts 

•the occasional error in spelling 

and punctuation, but only  in 

tricky  parts 

Conventions 
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